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Abstract
Many organizations invest heavily in heterogeneous databases according to organizational functions. These heterogeneous databases are stand-alone systems that do not interact with one another. The objective of this paper is to introduce a multi-database system (MDBMS) that interacts
with other heterogeneous DBMS within the organization to integrate information processing. In
this paper, we discuss the potential inconsistencies in integrating heterogeneous databases. We
further extend to include issues in designing a MDBMS. With a MDBMS, data sharing across organization reduces overheads and costs, thus, provides a competitive advantage to the global
firms.
1. Introduction

I

nformation is a crucial resource in business' daily operation. In the past, information is usually shared
by utilizing telephone, facsimile, videotape, audiotape, as well as documents. Today, a lot of them have
been replaced by information technologies. Voice mail facilitates the information exchange. Electronic
mail improves communication. Even archives are transferred electronically. The traditional business documents
were paper documents. To date, electronic documents have replaced paper documents in many businesses. For the
information technologies grow rapidly, we can foresee that there must be more information technologies to be utilized in business operations.
Palmer et at. (1995), stated the importance of information management that "The very essence of an organization is information. When recorded, information becomes a very real and tangible element in the operation and
management of organizations - private or public, profit or nonprofit, and large or small. Information has no usefulness, however, unless it can be retrieved, manipulated (forted out or combined with other information), and placed at
the disposal of those who need it" (p.170). Computerized environment provides more efficient and effective access
for the employees to manage and/or retrieve the information.
Data or information is stored in a database. Litwin (1993) defined a database as "a centrally defined collection of data" (p.14). Moreover, a database is a collection of data, and retrievable information. There are many advantages to centralize related data and put them under one single control. Centralized data allows users to find relevant
information easier and more efficient. Also, the management of data will be more effective. Users access data
through the help of the database management systems (DBMS), which have full control of the data stored in the repository. DBMS provide essential functions as well as user-database interfaces for users to add, retrieve, modify, or
erase data. (Klaus et al. 2000; Seung et al. 2001).
All too often, enterprise information systems consist of a diverse mix of applications, files, and databases
that are each individually essential but do not cohere well as a whole (Singh et al., 1997). Over time, databases in
different departments and environments tend to be developed individually to meet their requirements. Moreover, variant DBMS are usually not compatible with each other. However, as the aforementioned discussion, sophisticated
user requires information integrated from several sources. A single, individual, and isolated database no longer satis
fies user's demand nowadays. Consequently, being able to manage several heterogeneous databases becomes an issue. Heterogeneous databases are databases that have different structures, data types, stored formats, or interpretations for the data. Due to the variant natures of the heterogeneous databases, it is not possible to manage all of them
____________________
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with a single database management system. It is also unreasonable and impossible to transform enormous data into
one single, unique format. Therefore, the question to allow global users to access data they need between heterogeneous databases is a problem needed to be solved.
Based on the aforementioned introduction, this paper present a method of managing heterogeneous databases. Many issues with regard to this topic have been discussed and numerous studies have been conducted. This
paper synthesized some of those works and presented a means for organizations to converge their heterogeneous databases with the least effort.
Let us take a look at this scenario. The XYZ Company has a large number of heterogeneous computer systems that have critical data for decision-making and customer growth. The company's databases range from spreadsheets in stand-alone PCs to Mainframe VTOC databases. The data is currently not shared among the systems, and
tedious expensive work is necessary to consolidate the huge amounts of data, which includes duplication and copying of databases across different computers.
The goal of this paper is to converge the aforementioned databases without modifying them. This includes
the databases themselves as well as the DBMS. The issues reside in both the databases and the DBMS. However, the
goal is to develop a system or a method so that data interchange will occur on the conceptual level above the DBMS.
Thus, the DBMS need only minimum or no change. From the user's point of view, they will not know where the information comes from and how differently it is stored.
Bright et al. (1993) proposed a strategy stating that "A multitude of systems usually means multiple access
methods and user paradigms. It is unreasonable to ask users to learn all these access methods, yet it is also unreasonable to expect organizations to convert all their systems to a single common data model with a single access method.
Multidatabase systems give users a common interface to multiple databases, while minimizing the impact on existing database operations" (p.3). This paper is going to take the idea and develop a multidatabase systems in order to
integrate these local databases.
2. Literature Review
Palmer et al. (1995), defined heterogeneity of hardware as "the presence of multiple hardware platforms
and reflects the shift from customers relying on just one supplier to buying from many" (p.81). The same concept
can be referred to software as well as other information facilities.
The heterogeneity of databases can be derived from many sources. One source is the nature of the data. Variant data has its unique way of storing. For instance, texts, graphs, images, spreadsheets, tables, and animation all
have different means of storing. Some documents themselves consist of more than one type of data. HTML document is a representative of this kind of complex document that consolidate text, sound, image, or full-motion video.
Another example of the heterogeneity is the format of storing data. Texts can be stored in ASCII form in
PC or EBCDIC form in mainframe. Images have forms of bit-mapping, JPEG, GIF, and so on. Even the same
spreadsheet can be stored in different forms by different application. The scenario is inevitable because the documents might be developed on variant platforms, strategies, or for variant uses. Enormous resources of gathering data
can result in the same problem as well. The job of a DBMS is merely helping users to locate and access data. Thus,
the issues cannot be solved in DBMS level.
Another main reason which causes heterogeneity is the structure of the database. Since the first database is
built, there have been four main categories of databases. They are hierarchical database, network database, relational
database, as well as object-oriented database. Although some legacy systems remain using hierarchical or network
databases, the most popular are relational databases nowadays. For the essences of these databases are extremely
different, the data searching and translating are inefficient and ineffective.
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The main issues of integrating heterogeneous databases have been discussed widely (Anne et al. 2000; Joon H.L.
1998). Many researches focused on discovering and analyzing those issues. With the clear understanding of the issues, we can then develop an effective solution.
Bouguettaya and Milliner (1995) have proposed that "the complexity of making autonomous heterogeneous
databases smoothly interoperate is dependent on addressing two major issues. The first issue to address is what adequate levels of autonomy databases are guaranteed to keep. The second issue to address is what overhead cost is required to bridge database heterogeneity" (p.1388). The statement conveyed two messages. Firstly, we want to construct global communication environment for local databases while keeping the databases as fully autonomous as
possible. Secondly, we want to reduce cost. Both of these concerns point to the solution to one direction which is to
build a multidatabase system (MDBMS). The MDBMS manages the local databases so that the local databases retain their autonomy, thus reducing overhead time and effort on restructuring every local database.
Bright et al. (1993a) proposed their analysis of the issues of managing heterogeneous databases. There are
several issues that cause the integration of heterogeneous databases a challenging job to achieve. Three of them are
most fundamental but crucial and will be discussed in this paper. They are Site Autonomy, Differences in Data Representation, and Concurrency Control.
2.1 Site Autonomy
Bright et al. (1993a) defined site autonomy as "A key aspect of multidatabases, as opposed to distributed
databases, in that each local database management system (DBMS) retains complete control over local data and
processing. The DBMS itself is not modified by joining the multidatabase" (1993b, p.5). According to this definition, a DBMS of an autonomous site have full control to access, manipulate, and modify the data stored in its local
databases. Although the purpose of multidatabase is to allow global databases to access data stored in different local
databases, those global databases are not supposed to have direct access to the local databases. They are supposed to
interact with the local DBMS instead of retrieving data directly from local databases. Since the global system interfaces with the local DBMS at the user level, the local DBMS sees the global system as just another local user
(Bright et al. 1993a).
The importance of site autonomy was described as "local databases that have critical role in an organization, and it may be impossible from an economic standpoint to change these systems. Site autonomy means the local
DBMS can add global access without changing this existing local function" (Bright et al. 1993b, p.5). Without autonomy, a DBMS can seldom maintain the data integration of its database. There would have to be some additional
procedures for the purpose of retaining the database's integration.
Site autonomy can also act as a security measure because the local DBMS has full control over who accesses local resources through the multidatabase interface and what processing options will be allowed (Bright et al.
1993 p.5). Hence, the DBMS is able to prevent unauthorized invader and improper modifications.
2.2 Different data representation
Bright et al. (1993a) indicated that different data representation is inevitable in a multidatabase environment. "Because local databases are developed independently with differing local requirements, a multidatabase system is likely to have many different models, or representations, for similar objects" (p.6). The problem of different
data representation is that the recognition of data becomes complicated. Without the right recognition, the translation
of the data is ineffective. Consequently, even the data retrieved is the right one, it is useless.
The differences of data representation are due to many causes. Bright et al. (1993a) categorized them into
four types: Name Differences, Format Differences, Structural Differences, and Missing or Conflicting Data.
Name differences result from the local databases' different conventions for naming objects. There are two
types of name differences, Synonym and Homonym. Bright et al. have given explicit ideas of them and the counter75
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measures for the global systems. "Synonym means the same data item has different names in different databases.
The global system must recognize the semantic equivalence of the items and map the differing local names to a single global name. Homonym means different data items have the same name in different databases. The global system must recognize the semantic difference between items and map the common names to different global names"
(1993, p.6).
Format differences include differences in data type, domain, scale, precision, and item combinations
(Bright et al. 1993a, p.6). It is derived from that local databases define data differently. A series of digital can be an
amount of deposit in one database and social security number in another database. Typically, this problem can be
solved by utilizing transformation functions between local databases and global representation. However, a further
problem in this area is that the transformation from local to global may be easy but the inverse transformation may
be complex.
Depending on the use of the data, an item may be stored in different structures in different databases. For
instance, an item may be a value in one database and an attribute in another. Those structural differences result from
their semantic definitions, which are often seen in multidatabases.
Missing data refers to those data that are not recorded completely due to incomplete updates, system errors,
or power failures. Usually, the system can still retrieve the data from the database. However, the value of the data is
no longer meaningful. The problem is that the system may not be able to perceive this kind of errors. Whether the
data is well recorded or not, there will be a value stored in where the data should be stored. It might be the previous
data. If the system is able to detect whether the data is out of range and the data is out of range due to the recording
failure, the data can be discarded. If the system takes the wrong data as if it is right, due to the garbage-in-garbageout rule, the process that uses the data will generate useless information.
Sometimes the same data stored in different databases may have conflicts at the same time frame, which
means their values are variant and none of them is recorded later than the other. The differences may be due to several reasons. Whatever it is, the system can no longer locate the right data for processing. Consequently, either the
system cannot provide qualitative service or the performance becomes ineffective.
2.3 Concurrency
Multidatabase management systems must be able to run two or more transactions simultaneously. This ability is known as transaction concurrency (Bobak, 1996). In a multidatabase environment, the global system and local
DBMS may manipulate the same data simultaneously. If any side fails to finish its transaction without interrupting,
the worst result will be that both systems get the invalid value. Thus, the multidatabase environment must find a way
to control the concurrency.
"Related information vital to a global application or request may exist in multiple, incompatible local databases.
Users cannot be expected to manage the system detail of sending multiple requests in different languages to multiple
information sources (possibly different data models). Multidatabase systems provide integrated, global access to autonomous, heterogeneous local databases via a single, relatively simple request" (Bright et al. 1993b, p.1).
The necessity of an integrated system for multiple heterogeneous databases is essential because users cannot be expected to deal with this complex environment alone, as Bright et al. said. A multitude of solutions has been
proposed to fulfill the goal. One strategy that has been discussed a lot and been proven to be effective is multidatabase.
Bright et al. (1993b) has defined that "A multidatabase is a distributed system that acts as a front end to
multiple local DBMS or is structured as a global system layer on top of local DBMS. The global system provides
full database functionality and interacts with local DBMS at their external user interface. The global system provides
some means (global schema or multidatabase language) of resolving the differences in data representation and function between local DBMS" (p.5). A multidatabase provides the ability to solve the communication diversities, help
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the data interchanges between local heterogeneous databases, and reinforce the data accessibility without ruining the
local databases' autonomy.
According to Litwin, cited by Davydov (1997), "MDBS is a system for managing information exchange
and enforcing cooperation among several databases without a global schema". This approach was initiated as an effort to develop an advanced architecture "supporting dynamic exchange of information objects in real time among
multiple databases". It is also the approach this paper is going to use to integrate the heterogeneous databases.
3. MDBS Approach
Compared to other approaches, multidatabase approach is a so-called loosely coupled database integration
framework (Davydov, 1997). The dependencies between local databases are minimized so that each local database
can remain the maximum autonomy. This system is supposed to provide two functions for data management (Litwin, 1993, p.19):



a multidatabase manipulation language for queries (and updates) to more than one database, and
possibly, a language for the definition of interdatabase dependencies.

The overall language of an MDBS for both data definition and manipulation was called a multidatabase
language. In general, a global user accesses data from local databases through global users and data from the local
databases (Pissinou and Vanapipat, 1996). The MDBS must provide an environment so that if conflicts with other
users occurred, it would affect only the global level. The user remains the ability to preserve his own needs in priority. Therefore, the MDBS is intended to overcome the inconsistencies between local DBMS and support the environment transparently.
There are many potential inconsistencies existed in integrating heterogeneous databases. Data conflicts,
Consistency, and Concurrent control.
3.1 Data conflicts
Disparate data have widely varying names and definitions. Most names are abbreviated and short. Most definitions are short, truncated sentences. They seldom provide explicit, precise, and thorough understanding of the data. Hence, the first issue that needs to be solved is the data representation differences. "The data shared over the medium must be the official data variations. If the data source does not have the official data variation, it must translate
its non-official data variation to an official data variation by accepted data translation schemes before sharing. If the
data targets do not use the official data variation, they must translate the official data variation to their non-official
data variation by accepted data translation schemes" (Brackett, 1994, p.20).
To solve the name difference problem, a set of unified naming rules is used in multidatabase level to uniquely identify all data stored in different local databases. This approach uses a unique name to identify synonyms
and gives homonyms identifiable names. The global system uses its corresponding table to access data stored in local databases. Thus, the name differences will not exist in multidatabase level. The data names used in multidatabase
must be consistent, unique, and meaningful although it may relate to several names in different local databases.
Data structure schemata will be needed for multidatabase to convert data between local databases. A data
structure schema shows "the relationships between data subjects and the content of each data subject in the formal
data resource" (Brackett, 1994, p.91). Heterogeneous databases may have variant data structures for the same data.
While global users access local databases, MDBS converts the data accordingly so that the local DBMS can recognize and dispose of the data. Detail data translation process is introduced in Brackett's Data Sharing: Using A Common Data Architecture (1994).
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Singh et al., (1997) proposed two functions that a MDBS must have to validate the data. The functions are
referred to as Data Purification. (p.217)



Specification of complex validation rules and queries. Data is validated based on the rules that either defines whether the given data is correct or is suspected to be incorrect. Processing each rule may require
complex operations such as joining, selection, and aggregation.
Rapid refinement of validation specification. The system verifies correctness and cleanliness of data with
respect to specifications of what is valid. Typically, it takes several iterations to determine the right specification.
Data purification assures the data used is valid in format, value, and time.

3.2 Consistency
Another important problem of semantic interoperability in a multidatabase environment is maintaining the
consistency of interdependent data physically stored in multiple databases (Pissinou and Vanapipat, 1996, p.36). Data updates may fail because of inconsistencies among copies; and multiple updates may cause integrity collisions
(Olson, 1995). Breitbart, Silberschatz, and Thompson (1989) proposed a theorem in order to ensure the consistency
of multidatabases. It says that the consistency of a global database is assured if the following conditions hold:



Any local transaction from a set of local transactions is a read-only transaction or can write only nonreplicated data items.
There exists at least one selection of sites for executing global operations for transactions from a set of
global transactions such that the corresponding transaction graph for the set of global transactions is acyclic.

Thorough descriptions and the proof can be found in Breitbart, Silberschatz, and Thompson (1989). The
methodology is used in MDBS so that the consistency of the data can be ensured.
3.3 Concurrency control
A transaction can be divided into a series of reading operations and writing operations on a database. A
centralized scheduler is used to perform transaction serialization. All unexecuted operations are put into a repository
named history. The operations in this history are rearranged as a stream of interleaved operations. There are rules to
perform this rearrangement. The scheduler orders the operations in a manner that conflicts are avoided and the integrity of the transactions are maintained. Thus, when DBMS executes the operations accordingly, the concurrency
problems will not happen. Detail algorithms are depicted in Bobak (1996).
This approach provides a means to solve the concurrency problems, for both local DBMS and MDBS.
However, the conflicts may occur when both DBMS and MDBS are manipulating the local database. The global
system has enough information to provide concurrency control for global transactions, but it does not have information about local transactions. Therefore, it cannot provide total concurrency control. "Updates must be performed
through the local DBMS interface on a node-by node basis" (Bright et al. 1993a).
The three aforementioned issues are the underlying impediments of MDBS. They are all related to the essences of data. In a nutshell: MDBS is not a single product you buy or a system you build, but rather a highly focused architectural framework for data integration (Davydov, 1997). Many other issues are not included for their essences are beyond the discussion of this paper. However, this study provided good directions and issues to databases
integration.
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4. Conclusion
"The multidatabase approach was intended as a new methodology for the design of database systems, in
particular distributed databases. The general idea was that such systems should be able to manage collections of autonomous databases without a global schema and control. The methodology proposed new basic concepts, a general
architecture and several new capabilities for relational languages" (Litwin, 1993, p.38). This paper has discussed
several solutions in solving the problems for integrating heterogeneous databases. Davydov (1997) once defined the
role of a MDBS as "a new kind of database environment used as a foundation for enabling sophisticated, multifunctional systems that can give organizations a significant edge over the competition" (p.63). It is also the intention of
this paper.
However, there are still many other issues beyond the discussion of this paper. However, they are as important as the aforementioned issues. Without discreet controls, they are very much capable of causing the whole global
system to fail functioning. Here are some issues.
Recovery control is to provide data protection and recovery procedures for all transactions (Gligor and
Luckenbaugh, 1989). A MDBS without recovery control may result in disaster when data conflict or system function failure happens. Network bottleneck influences MDBS a lot in the way that frequent global accessing depends
heavily on the message transportation time and accuracy. Security issue is also critical because a MDBS needs
enormous authentication to access local databases. Failing to control the authentication may result in letting outsiders take advantage of this and to intrude the local databases. Another problem facing the existing multidatabase solutions is their weak expressiveness for the representation of the temporal changes, as well as the temporal constraints,
and the representation of events in the external world (Pissinou and Vanapipat, 1996, p.36). In addition, the feasibility as well as the performance is not included in the discussion.
Singh et al. (1997) stated that heterogeneous database systems must address the following aspects:





Getting to the data with a high-level view.
Coordinating transactions across systems.
Data cleaning
Fusing traditional data with nonstandard data.

These four aspects directly relates to the essences of the data which are the main concern of integration of
heterogeneous databases. Brackett (1994) stated that "Data sharing is not really about sharing data. It's about people
understanding each other's views of data and the real world those data represent. It's about people using common data to meet different and changing business needs. It's about people working together to refine disparate data into a
formal data resource and developing a mature data resource. It's about people combining available resources to meet
high demands for information. People, not technology, make shared data a reality" (p.355). Current research in integrating databases using neural-networks can be found in the works of Wen et al. (2000).
This paper has provided the issues of a MDBS and the inconsistencies of integrating a heterogeneous database to a MDBS. When developing a fully functional MDBS, database architects and analyst should thoroughly look
at these issues to avoid future pitfalls of the system. The solutions provided in this paper will significantly help in
constructing and designing a MDBS while avoiding the problems that may arise shortly after development.
5. Suggestions for Future Research
In the constant improvements of technologies and systems, database integration remains a focus of study
with the web and globalization. The internet has provided a means to access information globally, in real-time and at
remote locations. This is possible when a MDBS is fully functional and capable of querying other MDBS. Future researchers have the option to investigate on the reliability of such functional systems, performance, feasibility and security issues of MDBS.
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